
NEW SPEEDROWER®

SELF-PROPELLED WINDROWERS
130 I 200 I 240

NEW DURASWATH™ DRAPER HEADERS
425HB I 430HB I 435HB I 440HB



NOW THERE’S EVEN MORE SPEED IN SPEEDROWER®

New Speedrower® Self-Propelled Windrowers allow you to travel faster and get the job done quicker than ever before, 
while giving you the industry-leading power, control, comfort and performance you’ve come to expect from New Holland.
Industry-leading new features speed the Speedrower models past other SP Windrowers on the market.

NEW 24-MPH, HIGH-SPEED, FORWARD-LOOKING TRANSPORT 
A factory-installed, three-range hydrostatic transmission option provides road speeds up to 24 mph*—the fastest in the 
industry—so you can enhance your productivity and efficiency by spending less time on the road and more time cutting
crop. There’s no need to change to “transport mode,” swivel your seat, or navigate the road looking over a large engine
hood as some other windrowers require.

NEW IMPROVED STEERING CONTROL 
The new hydraulically controlled steering system eliminates mechanical steering
linkages, including six rods and pivot points, for simpler, more precise steering.
New components contribute to the best-in-class high-speed performance available
with the 24-mph high-speed option. When you combine this with New Holland’s
best-in-class rear axle suspension and Comfort Ride™ cab, you get the smoothest,
most responsive windrower handling ever.
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SWIVEL POST IS CASTERED AT NINE
DEGREES for faster response when changing
direction or turning quickly. This innovative,
nine-degree position change leads to
supreme handling and control in all cutting
applications.

ANTI-SHIMMY SHOCK ABSORBERS are
included on the rear caster wheels of
windrowers equipped with the high-speed
transport option for improved steering control.

* Top Speed varies slightly depending on front tire size



NEW REAL SUPPORT FOR REAL TERRAIN
You get a choice of tires with rugged support arms to
match your needs. NEW larger 16.5L tires provide a
smoother ride over pivot irrigation tracks or rough ground.
These tires feature a new single cast support arm design
to reduce mud and debris buildup, and provide additional
clearance for tall fluffy windrows or swaths. Crop will not
wrap around the single cast arm, as often happens with
fork supports with large tires. The new heavier-design 
tailfork, rear axle spindles and hubs provide increased
structural integrity. Standard 14.0L tires with the new 
tailfork design are suitable for most hay operations.

• Choice of three models with Tier 3 emission
engines rated at 126, 190 and an industry-
leading 226 horsepower.

• 42.5 inches of ground clearance from head to the rear of the machine allows
you to easily clear large and fluffy windrows. That’s more than 6.5 inches of 
additional clearance when compared to the previous H8000 Series windrowers.

• Patented independent rear axle 
suspension provides an exceptional
ride and allows you to increase your
speed and efficiency on uneven 
terrain. This excellent feature is now
standard equipment on the all
Speedrower models.

• Comfort Ride™ cab suspension is
standard equipment to cushion you
from chassis motion for a smooth ride
and ultimate productivity in the field.

• The heavy-duty weight box has
been redesigned to accomodate 
50-pound, laser-cut weights allow for
easy ballast adjustments. The correct
ballast is important for each type of
cutting application in sickle, disc or
draper head use.



CHOOSE YOUR MONITOR 
Select from three monitor options: 
• Four-Line display with three lines that you can customize 
• Four-Line display with touchscreen-ready, 

providing all the components to plug and play an 
IntelliView™ monitor from another machine 

• 10-inch color touchscreen IntelliView™ IV display.

INDUSTRY
LEADING 
COMFORT AND 
CONTROL

Speedrower windrowers continue to provide optimum visibility, plenty of room and comfort with a full-size instructor’s seat
and optional heated leather seat. A floating control console with CommandGrip™ multi-function control handle puts he
controls you need at your fingertips.
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DRIVE BY OIL, GUIDE BY OIL
With New Holland windrowers, guidance and steering are controlled hydraulically,
so there’s no delay in response due to wires, electronics and steering linkages
used by other windrowers.

INDEPENDENT HYDRAULIC HEADER FLOTATION
The Speedrower 200/240 and all Speedrower 130 draper models are equipped
with independent header flotation, which allows you to adjust flotation separately
for the right and left side of the head, without leaving the cab. Non-draper
Speedrower 130 models feature unified flotation, with left- and right-hand lift arms
carrying the same setting.

NEW SIMPLIFIED FLOTATION ADJUSTMENT
Adjusting head flotation and drop rate are now independent of each other. The
drop rate—how quickly your header lowers to the ground—now has a 1 to 10 user
preference setting, making this important feature user-friendly. Operators can program
two cut-height memory positions and can make changes on the fly with a simple
press of a button on the CommandGrip™ multi-function control handle. On draper-
ready models, a lift arm position sensor provides a header height readout on the
display. If many operators operate the same machine, owners can set and lock the
flotation adjustment to the setting they prefer.

NEW POWER DOWN LIFT ARM FUNCTION 
Now, you can remove and attach headers more easily by hydraulically lowering
the header lift arms to remove the header without the need to handle manually.
The power down option allows a single person to change heads easily and speed
to the next field.

NEW IMPROVED HYDRAULICS
A more reliable hydraulic valve block
design includes more robust hydraulic
components for less downtime. The
valve block is now located under the
right-side platform, outside of the engine
compartment, and the valves are color
coded, all for easy serviceability. More
oil is circulated through the coolers for
increased cooling that provides more 
reliability and less downtime.

NEW INTELLISTEER™ INTEGRATED AUTOGUIDANCE
Precision Farming calls for technology that is accurate, easy to understand, and smart for the way you farm. Speedrower®

SP Windrowers now have integrated IntelliSteer™ Auto Guidance that is fully installed and tested at our Grand Island, 
Nebraska plant. Speedrower windrowers can now provide cutting accuracies from +/- 1 inch to 8 inches, so pass-to-pass
overlap becomes nonexistent in wide cutting and swathing applications. System components, including the IntelliView™
IV touchscreen display, 372 GPS receiver and Navigation II controller are common to New Holland tractors, combines,
sprayers and large square balers.



NEW DURASWATH™ DRAPER HEADERS

For high-capacity swathing of small grains, canola, forage and specialty crops, choose the 
NEW DuraSwath™ Draper Heads from New Holland. Available in 25-, 30-, 35- and 40-foot widths,
DuraSwath headerscut big acreage down to size.
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NEW REEL ANGLE 
The reel arms on each side
of the header operate the
reel at a steeper attack angle
to reach crop in front of the
knives for improved crop
feeding, especially in lodged
and down crops. You can
adjust the reel attack angle
as needed on the fly while
swathing. All DuraSwath
heads come with hydraulic
fore/aft adjustment.

NEW STRONGER FRAME AND REEL 
The 6”x10” tube frame and fabricated end struts 
provide increased frame strength and excellent 
visibility to the cutterbar so operators can see the
crop as it is cut. The chain drive system provides
more reel speed adjustment and power and easy
torque speed adjustment. A locking collar keeps reel
arms and bats connected to the center tube. The
reel now has three levels of durability protection:

• collar bolts directly to the tube
• collar surrounds the tube
• bolts squeeze the collar together around the tube

A timing arm now wraps around the bat and has
locking knuckles that provide support and stability
to the reel.

NEW 40-FOOT WIDTH 
The 40-foot DuraSwath 440HB
draper head may be used on the
six-cylinder Speedrower® 200 and
Speedrower® 240. New Holland
can build a DuraSwath 440HB with
an integral four-wheel transport
system. The two-piece hitch stores
right on the draper head, and has
a flip-up rear axle, so going from
field to transport is easy.



NEW FLATTER TABLE AND BELT ANGLE 
A flatter draper belt angle provides better feeding and improved visibility. There’s ample space on the table and no need
for a cross auger as required on other draper heads. Crop falls easily from the reel onto the draper belts. Deck opening 
adjusts from 54 to 72 inches, with an 80-inch opening possible when back panels are opened. An integrated draper seal
and slide block keeps deck slides free from material build-up.

NEW GAUGE WHEEL OPTION 
Fully castering gauge wheels with coil spring-over-shock absorbers provide three to eight inches of shock travels for 
superior ground following and flotation. A one-hole-at-a-time adjustment allows for simple, one-person adjustment. The
transport wheels are placed directly next to the gauge wheel for secondary support when not in transport mode.

NEW ROTARY SHEAR AND CROP DIVIDERS 
New Rotary Shear ready option configures the DuraSwath to be ready for cutting shears mounted on the ends of the draper
head. The shears run directly off the knife circuit and help the head cut through downed, tangled, and green crops. Crop 
dividers reduce crop trampling and feature tool-free attachment and removal. The standard pipe dividers are best suited
for taller crops while the optional floating tip dividers help with on-the-ground cutting.

NEW MORE RUGGED CUTTERBAR AND KNIFE DRIVES 
An upgraded, low-profile cutterbar allows on-the-ground cutting—from 3/4 to 1-5/8 inches—while still maintaining a guard
angle of two to eight degrees. The rugged New Holland cutterbar system works well in all crops and especially well in
muddy, down and green crops. The Schumacher cutterbar system provides excellent cutting in all crops. A new knife drive
motor is both efficient and reliable to handle the torque resulting from tough conditions. Double heat-treated knife hold-
downs have been improved to offer increased durability and easier service adjustment. New, long-life, six-inch poly skid
shoes offer a smooth transition and improved on-the-ground cutting.

NEW DRAPER BELTS PULLED, NOT PUSHED 
Thick, durable Raptor™ draper belts are center-driven, and are
pulled—not pushed—for improved feeding efficiency. Raptor
belt canvas now has over eight inches of support, allowing 
materials to sit front first and make a smooth transition from 
cutterbar and reel to belt. A continuous draper seal barrier is
molded to the draper belt to keep trash out of the roller belt area.



UNMATCHED SWATHING CAPACITY

When you pair a Speedrower® SP Windrower with a new DuraSwath™ draper head, you can expect your productivity to climb.

NEW UPGRADED HYDRAULIC SYSTEM 
A brand-new hydraulic system on Prairie Special and draper ready equipped Speedrower Series windrowers and matched
with DuraSwath draper heads provide increased power to the knife, draper and reel circuits. The split hydraulic system 
features two oversized 40-gallon- per-minute (gpm) piston pumps, allowing the knife to run on one circuit and the draper
belts and reel to run on another. This eliminates pressure downstream and provides more available hydraulic horsepower, 
reducing the need for overall tractor horsepower and thereby lowering fuel usage. To top it off, in-cab speed sensors come
standard, allowing the operator to view the knife, reel, and draper belt circuit speeds directly on the monitor.

NEW LIFT ARM FEEDBACK AND CONNECTION
Lift arm position sensors provide precise feedback to the operator in the cab, showing the relative height of the lift arms.
This allows the operator to monitor and adjust the head as the terrain changes or when switching fields. The DuraSwath
draper head connection pockets have integrated guides that seat the lift arms directly into the lift pockets, making it easy
to connect the head to the windrower. Wider lift arms on all draper ready Speedrowers allow for excellent visibility when
connecting the head.
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Model                                                                                           DuraSwath 425HB                      DuraSwath 430HB                       DuraSwath 436HB                      DuraSwath 440HB 
Versions available:
Single-knife drive, single swath, single reel                                  X                                                  X                                                  NA                                               NA
Single-knife drive, double swath, single reel                                 X                                                  X                                                  NA                                               NA
Double-knife drive, single swath, single reel                                 X                                                  X                                                  X                                                  NA
Double-knife drive, single swath, split reel                                   NA                                               NA                                                X                                                  X
Double-knife drive, double swath, single reel                               X                                                  X                                                  X                                                  NA
Double-knife drive, double swath, split reel                                  NA                                               NA                                                X                                                  X
Header
Cutting width                                                                  ft. (m)     25 (7.6)                                        30 (9.1)                                        36 (11.0)                                      40 (12.2)
Approximate weight (includes reel)                            lbs. (kg)     4675 (2121)                                5631 (2554)                                6702 (3040)                                7300 (3311)
Cutting height (minimum) at maximum tilt                in. (mm)     0.75 (19) @ 8 degrees tilt            0.75 (19) @ 8 degrees tilt            0.75 (19) @ 8 degrees tilt            0.75 (19) @ 8 degrees tilt
Center-delivery windrow width opening                      in. (m) 1     56 - 72 (1.42 - 1.83)                    56 - 72 (1.42 - 1.83)                    56 - 72 (1.42 - 1.83)                    56 - 72 (1.42 - 1.83)
Double-swath end windrow width opening                 in. (m) ²     54 - 65 (1.37 - 1.65)                    54 - 65 (1.37 - 1.65)                    54 - 65 (1.37 - 1.65)                    54 - 65 (1.37 - 1.65)
Transport height to guard tips                                    in. (m) ⁵                                                       47 (1.2) w/tilt cyl. fully retracted; 43 (1.1) w/tilt cyl. fully extended
Cutterbar
Cutting system 3                                                                                                                                   NH w/Standard or Stub Guards, or Schumacher (EasyCut)
Knife drive                                                                                                                               SCH ProDrive system; hydraulically-driven, planetary-reduction sickle drive
Sickles                                                                                          1 or 2                                           1 or 2                                           2                                                  2
Sickle speed                                                                      spm     1400                                            1400                                            1400                                            1400
Sickle stroke                                                               in. (mm)     3.35 (85)                                     3.35 (85)                                      3.35 (85)                                     3.35 (85)
Hay guards                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Tilt angle range                                                            degrees     2 - 8 degrees                               2 - 8 degrees                                2 - 8 degrees                               2 - 8 degrees
Reels (reels for export units are delivered unassembled)
Choices (SF = steel fingers, PF = plastic fingers) 4                      UII, 6-bat, w/SF                           UII, 6-bat, w/SF                            UII, 6-bat, single, w/PF;               UII, 6-bat, split, w/PF
                                                                                                     or PF; HCC, 6-bat,                        or PF; HCC, 6-bat,                        w/PF; UII, 6-bat, split,
                                                                                                     flipover, w/PF                               flipover, w/PF                               w/PF; HCC, 6-bat, 
                                                                                                                                                                                                              flipover, w/PF
Speed range                                                                      rpm     10 – 75                                        10 – 75                                        10 – 75                                        10 – 75
Drive                                                                                                           Single reels equipped with single, hydraulic-driven, chain-and-sprocket reduction drive w/15.9ci (260cc) motor; 
                                                                                                                     Split reels equipped with two, hydraulic-driven, chain-and-sprocket reduction drive w/15.9ci (260cc) motors
Hydraulic reel fore / aft, raise/lower adjustment                                                                                                                                                                              
RaptorTM Draper Belts
Belt width and construction                                                                                      42 in. (1.07 m) rubberized polyester belt with fiberglass reinforcement, tie bar end connection
Belt/roller guide design                                                                                                                   V-guide on upper end of inner side of belt with V-groove in rollers
Roller design                                                                                                                                             Rubber vulcanized steel drive roller, steel idler roller
Speed range                                                      ft. (m) /minute     0 - 760 (0 - 232)                          0 - 760 (0 - 232)                          0 - 760 (0 - 232)                          0 - 760 (0 - 232)
Cleat design and height                                              in. (mm)                                                      1/2" (13mm) high cleat, w/embedded fiberglass rod reinforcement
Chaff barrier seal design                                                                        Continuous, 1/2" height, rubber, inverted 'V' barrier on front edge of outside of belt, w/minimal clearance to hay guard 
Belt angle                         degrees (@ minimum cutterbar tilt)     15 @ 2 degrees tilt                      15 @ 2 degrees tilt                       15 @ 2 degrees tilt                       15 @ 2 degrees tilt
Double swath shift means                                                            Hydraulic                                     Hydraulic                                      Hydraulic                                     Hydraulic
In-Cab Controls
Reel speed                                                                                       Ground-speed synchronized; variable from 100 to 130% (up to 75 rpms) of ground speed; choice of auto or manual mode
Draper-belt speed                                                                         Variable speed                         Variable speed                          Variable speed                         Variable speed
Reel raise/lower, fore/aft                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Transport                                                                                  
No transport                                                                                  X                                                  X                                                  X                                                  X
Slow-speed, 2-wheel transport                                                     X                                                  X                                                  X                                                  NA
Slow-speed, 4-wheel transport                                                     NA                                               NA                                                NA                                               X
Castering gauge wheels                                                                NA                                               O                                                  O                                                  O

SPECIFICATIONS — DURASWATH™ DRAPER HEADERS

MODELS

THE PRAIRIE SPECIAL – THE ULTIMATE SWATHING MACHINE 
The New Holland Prairie Special is a Speedrower® SP Windrower customized for high-capacity swathing of grains, oilseed and
pulse crops. Prairie Special machines include the features most requested by prairie grain-swathing customers, including:

• Deluxe cab upgrade package
• In-cab speed control for reel and 

canvas speeds
• Engine cold start

• Auto Guidance Ready
• Fixed-position crop shields
• Cab and rear axle suspension
• Header quick latch

• Draper ready with chaff wiper kit
• 600/65 R28 R1W drive tires
• Single cast rear wheel support with

16.5L tires

Standard   O Optional 1 Center opening can be increased to 80" (2.03m) by removing extension panels at the inner end of the rear walls 2 End opening variable by adjusting movable
end deflector 3 SCH EasyCut system with spring steel guards, ProCut, bolt-on, plated knife sections and Rollerguide kniveback guide system; or CNH system with forged steel guards, 
adjustable hold-down clips and bolt-on knife sections. ⁴ All reels available on NA (assembled) or export (unassembled) models ⁵ when equipped w/600/65R28 tires       



MORE HIGH-PERFORMANCE HEADERS

Powerful Speedrower® SP Windrowers allow you to drive the widest variety of headers. 
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                                                                                                                   A V A I L A B L E    H E A D E R S
                                                                                    NEW DuraSwath™                  Durabine™                 HS Series Haybine®

Model                                       Engine                        Draper Headers                  Disc Headers                   Sickle Headers
Speedrower® 130                126 hp, 4-cylinder                     25’, 30’, 36’                                 NA                              12’, 14’, 16’, 18’
Speedrower® 200                190 hp, 6-cylinder                 25’, 30’, 36’, 40’                            16’1”                                   16’, 18’
Speedrower® 240                226 hp, 6-cylinder                 25’, 30’, 36’, 40’                    16’ 1” or 19’ 4”                           16’, 18’

DURABINE™ DISC HEADS
THE WIDEST DISC CUT AVAILABLE
Choose a 16-foot cut or the industry-widest 19’4” cut. Either way you get high-speed cutting from the dependable 
MowMax™ II true modular disc cutterbar backed by exclusive 3-year protection and your choice of modular 
conditioning system. All Durabine disc heads now feature a threaded fitting hydraulic hard-plumbed connection or
poppet style quick couplers for fast removal from the windrower. Ask your New Holland dealer about Durabine™ 
specialty grass seed harvesting configuration for high-capacity performance in delicate crops that don’t require 
conditioning, including grass seed, mint and flower seed.



HAYBINE® SICKLE HEADS
PROVEN CUTTING AND CONDITIONING
New Holland Haybine® HS Series headers deliver trusted
Haybine performance with clean cutting, thorough
conditioning and windrows from 36 inches to 96 inches wide.
Select from 12-, 14-, 16- and 18-foot cutting widths.

DURAMERGER™ 419 MOUNTED MERGER 
Dual windrow merger attachment allows you to place two
windrows side by side for today’s high-capacity forage 
harvesters.

DuraMerger 419 Specifications

Header compatibility       2355, 2358, 750HD, 770HD Discbine headers
(must have conditioning system)       Durabine 416, 419

Conveyor belt speed range mph (k/h)       7 to 17 (11.3 to 27.4)

Conveyor frame length in (mm)       77.4 (1966.2)

Conveyor frame width in (mm)       89 (2260.5)

Conveyor belt width in (mm)       42 (1066.8)

Conveyor belt length in (mm)       84.6 (2150) center to center of rolls

Belt roller diameter in (mm)       4 (101.6)

Ground clearance, operating in (mm)       Adjustable, 5 (127) recommended
      Note: continuous ground contact is not intended

Ground clearance, transport in (mm)       28 (711)

Weight, shipping lb (kg)       1125 (510.3)

Weight, operating lb (kg)       976 (443)



Safety begins with a thorough understanding
of the equipment. Always make sure you and

your operators read the Operator’s Manual
before using the equipment. Pay close 

attention to all safety and operating decals
and never operate machinery without

all shields, protective devices and
structures in place.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Engine                                                                               New Holland 4-cylinder, Tier 3                  New Holland 6-cylinder, Tier 3                 New Holland 6-cylinder, Tier 3
                                                                    cu. in. (L)      274 (4.5)                                                  411 (6.7)                                                  411 (6.7)
                                                                                   Turbocharged with air-to-air intercooler
Rated horsepower                                        hp (kW)*      126 (94) @ 2300 rpm                               190 (142) @ 2200 rpm                            226 (168) @ 2200 rpm
Fuel injection pump                                                           Mechanical                                               Electronically controlled                           Electronically controlled
                                                                                                                                                          high-pressure common rail                      high pressure common rail
Batteries / alternator                                                          1, 12-volt 925 CCA / 150 amp                  2, 12-volt 650 CCA / 150 amp                  2, 12-volt 650 CCA / 150 amp
Fuel capacity                                                    gal. (L)      120 (454)                                                 120 (454)                                                120 (454)
Rotating wand cooling system pre-cleaner                                                                                                                                          

Transmission                                                                    Dual range hydrostatic                             Dual range hydrostatic                             Dual range hydrostatic
Final drive                                                                          Double reduction planetary                      Double reduction planetary                      Double reduction planetary
Steering                                                                             Hydrostatic                                               Hydrostatic                                               Hydrostatic
Speed range, depending on front drive tires               
2 speed drive                                            mph (kph)      0-18.7 (0-30.1)                                         0-31.4 (0-19.5)                                        0-31.4 (0-19.5)
3 speed drive                                            mph (kph)      0-23.7 (0-38.1)                                         0-24.7 (0-39.8)                                        0-24.7 (0-39.8)

Length                                        in. (mm) with header      280.5 (7125)** with HS Series                283 (7188)*** with Durabine 416           283 (7188)*** with Durabine 416
less header and lift arms                             in. (mm)      202.3 (5138)**                                        199.2 (5060)***                                      199.2 (5060)***

Height                                                            in. (mm)      134.3 (3411)**                                        134.8 (3424)***                                      134.8 (3424)***
Wheelbase                                                     in. (mm)      144.1 (3659)                                            144.1 (3659)                                            144.1 (3659)
Front tread width                                           in. (mm)      148.5 (3771)**                                        154.8 (3932)***                                      154.8 (3932)***
Rear tread width (adjustable)                        in. (mm)      90–105–120 (2286–2667–3048)             90–105–120 (2286–2667–3048)             90–105–120 (2286–2667–3048)
Rear axle suspension                                                                                                                                                                                      

Tractor weight                                                lbs. (kg)      10,445 (4738)**                                      11,225 (5092)***                                    11,225 (5092)***
Rear axle tires                                                                   14L x 16.1 8PR                                        14L x 16.1 8PR                                        14L x 16.1 8PR
Rear axle ground clearance                           in. (mm)      41.97 (1066)**                                        41.97 (1066)***                                      41.97 (1066)***
Header drive                                                                      Hydraulic                                                  Hydraulic                                                  Hydraulic
Header flotation                                                                 Hydraulic (in-cab adjustable)†                  Independent hydraulic flotation                Independent hydraulic flotation
                                                                                                                                                        (flotation weight at each end of header        (flotation weight at each end of header
                                                                                                                                                          independently controlled from cab)         independently controlled from cab)
Hydraulic header tilt                                                                                                                                                                    

Header power reverser                                                                                                                                                                

Adjustable windrow shields (on hay units)                                                                                                                                  

In-cab windrow-width adjustment                                     O                                                                  O                                                                 O

Single lever header transport lock system                                                                                                                                   

Cab                                                                                    Deluxe, curved tinted glass                      Deluxe, curved tinted glass                      Deluxe, curved tinted glass
Cab suspension                                                                                                                                                                           

Cab air filtration                                                              Dual: 1 external air filter and 1 in-cab recirculation filter
Seat                                                                                Deluxe air suspension seat with fore / aft lumbar adjuster, ride dampening
Seat (leather heated)                                                         O                                                                  O                                                                 O

Instructor seat                                                                                                                                                                             

SPEEDROWER® SERIES SELF-PROPELLED WINDROWERS
MODELS Speedrower 130                 Speedrower 200                Speedrower 240

Standard   O Optional
*Manufacturer's rating per ECE R120 / ISO 14396     ** with 480/80R26, R3 tires     ***with 580/70R26, R3 tires
†All Speedrower® SP Windrowers can be ordered Prairie Special. The specification pages are sometimes refereed to as standard equipment. Standard Equipment on an
Speedrower 130 is hydraulic flotation only. When you add the Prairie Special package, or the Draper Ready package, you get the same header flotation as the Speedrower
200/240 standard equipment.


